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Panel blinds are a modern and chic shading solution for larger
windows, bi-fold or patio doors and can also be used as room
dividers.
The blinds encompass large panels of fabric which stack neatly
behind one another when open, allowing maximum light into the
room. To control light, reduce glare and increase privacy, simply
slide the panels to the required position.
Available in a wide range of exciting prints and textures, panel
blind will transform the look of any room with their contemporary
style and sophisticated appearance.

Woodland Silver Birch & Carnival Raven

Zephyr Quartz & Carnival Breton Blue & Taupe

EYE-CATCHING
effect
You can create a real statement by
combining patterned and plain, or
different coloured fabrics to achieve an
eye-catching block effect.
You can also choose a side or split draw
panel blind to perfectly suit your
window’s requirements.

Tropicana Sling & Carnival Coral, Cantelope & Sunset

Carnival Raven

CREATIVE
spaces
A contemporary panel blind is an ideal choice for those who want
to make an impact and add something a little different into their
interior design scheme. With their flexible nature, they are a
fantastic choice for large bi-fold style or patio doors and for smaller
windows too.
As well as statement window shades, panel blinds also look
stunning as room dividers that can be used to great effect in
creating new living spaces within a modern home.

Hampton Silver Sand, Picket Fence & Sea Breeze

Monterey Shale

EFFICIENT
& safe
Our panel blinds are designed not only
to be long lasting and look fantastic, but
to be energy efficient and child safe too.
Energy saving fabrics reduce solar gain
during the summer months and help to
insulate your home through winter.
Our window shades are always designed
with safety in mind which is why we
recommend wand operation for panel
blinds.

Oslo Jasper

Carnival China White

www.solentblinds.co.uk

